###### Strengths and limitations of this study

-   Our review will be able to answer important questions and clarify confusions regarding the specificity and sensitivity of lung ultrasound (LUS) in diagnosing COVID-19 pneumonia.

-   Studies on the basis of the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis Protocols 2015 will be included to review the diagnosis of COVID-19 pneumonia using LUS.

-   We will conduct subgroup analysis according to the level of sonographers.

-   The literature will be screened independently by two reviewers: first the title and abstracts will be reviewed and then the text will be screened extensively.

-   Due to differences in departments, clinicians and countries, there may be heterogeneity in the results.

Introduction {#s1}
============

Rationale {#s1-1}
---------

In the recent COVID-19 pandemic, cases have exceeded over one million, with the number of confirmed cases increasing by 50 000--60 000 per day. The virus has killed nearly 50 000 people all over the world in only 3 months. These reforms bring major challenges to the public health and healthcare system. In the absence of effective therapeutic measures and vaccinations for COVID-19, identification of disease patterns during its early stages is of great importance. Reverse transcription (RT)-PCR remains critical in the confirmation of COVID-19 infection; however, a significant number of negative results from throat swab samples have been observed in 40%--70%.[@R1] In addition to the unavailability of RT-PCR during the early stages of outbreaks, this highlights the need for an easier and faster method to identify COVID-19 cases, especially in countries with limited resources. Chest CT findings can detect the initial phases of the disease, such as ground-glass opacity and consolidation, interstitial changes, and peripheral lung distribution.[@R4] However, the radiation, the high cost and the fixed rooms for chest CT make it inconvenient in clinical application.

The pulmonary pathological features during the initial phase of COVID-19 are alveolar oedema, pneumocyte hyperplasia, gravitational consolidations and interstitial thickening.[@R6] The clinical application of lung ultrasound (LUS) has become sufficiently known and its use widespread.[@R7] This review aims to examine the surveillance value of LUS in detecting COVID-19 pneumonia.

Aims and objectives {#s1-2}
-------------------

The principal objective of our review is to conduct a diagnostic test accuracy (DTA), meta-analysis and systematic review to determine the specificity and sensitivity of LUS, which will be correlated with the diagnostic results of RT-PCR for COVID-19 pneumonia. Here we hypothesised that LUS is a more specific and sensitive technique for investigating patients with COVID-19 pneumonia. Our secondary objective is to investigate potential sources of heterogeneity among the study population, data source, validation method, and diagnosis and time period.

Methods and analysis {#s2}
====================

We will carry out the meta-analysis and systematic review on the basis of the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis Protocols (PRISMA-P), checklist and detailed explanation of scoping reviews, and the Cochrane DTA reviews (Cochrane Handbook). This protocol follows the format recommended by the PRIMA-P guidelines.[@R10]

Inclusion criteria {#s2-1}
------------------

Studies included in this review should satisfy all of the following standards recommended for reviews of DTA.

### Type of studies {#s2-1-1}

We will include original studies incorporating diagnostic tests, with both prospective and retrospective studies being included. Randomised trials can only be included if individuals received both the index test and a reference standard, while case reports will be excluded. There will be no limitations on language and publication status.

### Participants {#s2-1-2}

We will include studies enrolling patients of all ages who have a positive PCR for COVID-19 pneumonia and of any gender in clinical settings.

### Index tests {#s2-1-3}

Studies that use LUS to test for COVID-19 pneumonia will be included. We excluded studies with non-human studies and studies with data that cannot be extracted, as well as non-original studies (reviews, author responses, comments) or secondary research (systematic review, meta-analysis).

### Comparison {#s2-1-4}

Evaluation of the diagnostic accuracy of LUS was performed according to the gold standard for diagnosis of COVID-19 pneumonia (LUS should not be part of the gold standard). Currently RT-PCR is the gold standard for detection of COVID-19 pneumonia.

Outcomes {#s2-2}
--------

Studies that will be included in this review must report at a minimum one of the following estimated validations: specificity, sensitivity, negative predictive value and positive predictive value, or if not reported the data have to be retrievable by calculation.

Information sources {#s2-3}
-------------------

We will search Ovid Medline, Ovid Embase, Web of Science, Cochrane Library, Scopus, Google Scholar, WHO Global Health Library and China Biology Medicine disc for studies on diagnostic accuracy from December 2019 to April 2021. There will be no restrictions to language and place.

To check further published trials, we will be in close contact with the study authors of the included trials to identify additional trials, whether published or unpublished.

Last, we will manually search for objective studies through reference lists having retrieved citations, related grey literature and prior reviews on the topic.

Search strategy {#s2-4}
---------------

The search strategy will comprise subject heading terms and free text (title and abstract) on COVID-19 pneumonia.

We will also review the list of citations and systematic reviews associated with the study to investigate effective studies. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows the search process for PubMed. The search procedure will be revised according to other databases.

###### 

Search procedures for PubMed

  Number   Search terms
  -------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  \#1      Ultrasonography (Mesh terms)
  \#2      Ultrasonography (title/abstract)
  \#3      Ultrasonic (title/abstract)
  \#4      diagnostic imaging (title/abstract)
  \#5      ultrasound (title/abstract)
  \#6      Echography (title/abstract)
  \#7      Ultrasound\* (title/abstract)
  \#8      Ultrasonic (title/abstract)
  \#9      Echotomography (title/abstract)
  \#10     \#1 OR \#2 OR \#3 OR \#4 OR \#5 OR \#6 OR \#7 OR\#8 OR\#9
  \#11     2019 nCoV (title/abstract)
  \#12     2019 novel coronavirus (title/abstract)
  \#13     COVID 19 (title/abstract)
  \#14     COVID19 (title/abstract)
  \#15     new coronavirus (title/abstract)
  \#16     novel coronavirus (title/abstract)
  \#17     SARS CoV-2 (Title/Abstract)
  \#18     SARS-CoV (title/abstract)
  \#19     2019-nCoV (title/abstract)
  \#20     \#11 OR \#12 OR \#13 OR \#14 OR \#15 OR \#15 OR \#17 OR\#18 OR \#19
  \#21     \#10 AND \#20

Study selection {#s2-5}
---------------

The results of the literature search will be imported into EndNote V.X9. Two authors (DZ and YY) will review the title and abstract independently. There will be no restrictions to the protocol of LUS used to diagnose COVID-19 pneumonia and no restrictions to the type of physician and type of machine or transducer. The entire text of the journal articles that meet the eligibility criteria of this review will be acquired and will be reviewed by two authors (DZ and YY). During the entire text screening, the reasons for rejection of articles will be marked with respect to a categorised list: (1) duplicate study, (2) did not conduct validation, (3) did not obtain full text, (4) wrong index, (5) not a suitable comparator, or (6) no estimates for validation or inadequate data for calculation. Dissimilarities will be solved by discussion with a third author (RW) when needed.

Collection of data {#s2-6}
------------------

Two investigators (YY and DZ) will independently use the same predesigned forms to collect the primary summary outcome and modifiers in each study, and dissimilarities between the two evaluators will be resolved on consultation with a third author (RW). In every study, the following data will be extracted: author, journal, publication time, population size, study setting, mean age, index test details (LUS) and reference test (RT-PCR), sonographer, recruitment methods, true positives, true negatives, false positives, false negatives, specificity, sensitivity, bias assessment by study authors, bias assessment by review authors and source of funding.

Subgroup analysis {#s2-7}
-----------------

After obtaining permission to use data, we will perform a subgroup analysis on various levels of sonographers to evaluate whether diagnostic accuracy varies in different subgroups. We are aware that an ultrasound examination is an operator-dependent technique and that it is associated with a learning curve. Different studies may have different skilled sonographers.

Risk of bias assessment {#s2-8}
-----------------------

Two independent reviewers (DZ and YY) will use the QUADAS-2 (Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies 2) tool to assess bias and evaluate studies on diagnostic accuracy.[@R11] Included studies will meet the under conditions: patient selection, index test, reference standard, flow and timing. A pilot programme for quality evaluation will be used in three studies in duplicate in order to clarify the criteria for assessment and optimise reproducibility. Review Manager V.5 (<http://ims.cochrane.org/revman/download>) will be used for this process. Each dissimilarity will be solved by suggestions from the senior author (RW).

Strategy for data synthesis {#s2-9}
---------------------------

The initial steps of data synthesis will involve calculation of statistics including specificity and sensitivity with corresponding 95% CI and positive and negative likelihood ratios from diagnostic 2×2 tables of primary studies. Descriptive data analysis will be illustrated using forest plot and summary receiver operating characteristic curve. Data on LUS for diagnosis of COVID-19 pneumonia will be gathered from primary accuracy studies. In addition, the research group will evaluate the studies for clinical and methodological diversity by comparing significant characteristics such as studies related to patients, LUS acquisition, design and interpretation. The I^2^ statistics and Q test will be used to measure and interpret statistical diversity,[@R12]after which the results will be concluded.

An I^2^ value more than 75% indicates significant heterogeneity and if encountered the data will not be combined. A bivariate random-effects regression method will be applied to estimate specificity and sensitivity.

We will further evaluate meta-regression and subgroup analyses using some modifiers. Funnel curve will be plotted for publication bias. Complete data analyses will be evaluated using Stata (Version 12.0; Stata Corporation). and RevMan (<http://ims.cochrane.org/revman/download>).

Discussion {#s3}
==========

LUS has advantages in terms of bedside evaluation, safety, convenience and the probability of repeat examination.[@R13] More importantly, the probability of bedside evaluation with LUS decreases the need for patient transfers and minimises potential transmission among healthcare workers during this special time. Real-time monitoring by LUS may designing a proper diagnostic workup according to the general and local technological and human resources when compared with RT-PCR for diagnosing COVID-19 pneumonia.

As a matter of fact, LUS has not been considered an alternative in the guidelines for imaging diagnosis of COVID-19 pneumonia. Therefore, more clinical evidence is needed to support it. We think clinical outcomes are likely achieved when LUS is used to diagnose COVID-19 pneumonia. The histopathology during the initial phases of COVID-19 pneumonia is characterised by diffuse alveolar damage with vascular congestion, patchy inflammatory cellular infiltration (B lines) and intra-alveolar oedema, while interstitial thickening and patchy reparative processes show ongoing reparative process. The progressive stage of COVID-19 pneumonia manifests as gravitational consolidation, which is similar to acute respiratory distress syndrome. Meanwhile, alveolar congestion, haemorrhagic necrosis, flaking, oedema and fibrosis may exist (white lung). Therefore, pulmonary consolidation can be graded using LUS images of patients with viral infection. Topographic images of the lesions can also be developed under ultrasound. Furthermore, the extent of damage of the lesions on the lung surface and their progression or regression over time can also be examined using LUS. In fact, many studies have reported the use of LUS in detecting COVID-19 pneumonia. The goal of the present study is to provide a procedure for meta-analysis and systematic review to review LUS for COVID-19 pneumonia. In this study we explore the accuracy of LUS in diagnosing COVID-19 pneumonia. The results of this study will provide clinical evidence on the diagnostic validity of LUS in identifying COVID-19. We hope to provide effective information for public health policymakers and patients regarding the use of LUS for diagnosis and treatment of COVID-19 pneumonia.

Ethics and dissemination {#s4}
========================

This review and meta-analysis involves secondary data and does not require ethics approval. The outcomes of this study will be presented internationally. These results will be reported in a peer-reviewed scientific journal. The full review will be distributed in printed form, electronically and on appropriate social media sites.
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